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ABSTRACT

The data compression techniques are used to enhance the storage
capability of electric power quality instruments in monitoring dis-
torted waveforms of electric arc furnaces.  Both voltage flicker in
voltage waveforms and harmonic components in current waveforms
are major disturbances.  The compression approaches by multi-
resolution analysis developed from the discrete wavelet transform
with threshold coding and vector quantization coding are compared.
The results from spectrum analysis show high compression ratios
while keep low information loss.  The error levels between original
and reconstructed waveforms are discussed.  Field measured wave-
forms from arc furnace loads are used to show the goodness of the data
compression techniques.  From the calculation results, the recon-
structed voltage waveforms using threshold coding almost keep the
same voltage flicker values.  However, the vector quantization coding
is better for harmonic distorted current waveforms.  Thereafter, in the
practical application of data compression for arc furnace loads, the
threshold coding is used for recording voltage waveforms, and vector
quantization coding for current waveforms.  For the field measure-
ment voltage and current waveforms, this method can reduce data
memory size to 15.11% and 24.51%, respectively, while keep power
quality characteristics.  This paper provides a good approach to long-
time electric power quality tracking of disturbing loads.

INTRODUCTION

Fluctuating loads, such as electric arc furnaces and
electric welders, may cause the disturbances of voltage
flicker (voltage fluctuation) in a weak power system and
affect the illumination in nearby distribution area [5].
By the way, not only the DC arc furnaces, but also the
AC arc furnaces will produce harmonic currents.  Both

voltage flicker and harmonic currents are major power
quality disturbances caused by arc furnaces.  In evalu-
ation and limitation, there are some definitions and
standards to quantify the disturbance levels, such as
IEEE 519-1992 [8] and IEC 61000 [6, 7].  The total
harmonic distortion (THD), short-term voltage flicker
severity (Pst), and long-term voltage flicker severity
(Plt) are used.  However, sometimes it is desired to
record voltage and current waveforms in the specified
duration to track the disturbance levels.  The instanta-
neous waveforms are helpful for detailed analysis both
in limitation and mitigation.  However, in the recording
of instantaneous voltage and current waveforms with
disturbances, a few seconds original signal could need
the memory of several mega bytes.  Then, under the
consideration of memory and cost, the data recording
length of an instrument will be limited.  How to effec-
tively reduce data size becomes a typical issue.

There are basically many approaches to compress
data size.  While lossless data compression wants to
keep the signal information, lossy data compression
gives better compression ability considering acceptable
errors.  The later could use suitable transforms and
coding techniques.  A general condition is that the data
are analyzed by a transform and therefore a coding
method is to extract the characteristic information and
remove redundancy.  Many transform methods have
been used, such as discrete Fourier transform, short-
term discrete Fourier transform, discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) [16], and discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
[10, 16].  With respective to coding, the entropy coding
has been used in most compression standards such as
JPEG [2] and MPEG [1].  There are still several repre-
sentatives of the state-of-art coders, such as embedded
zero-tree DCT coding (EZDCT), embedded zero-tree
wavelet coding (EZW), zero-tree entropy coding (ZTE),
set partition in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) coding, em-
bedded block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT)
[20], and vector quantization (VQ) [4, 16, 18].

By preserving feature integrity and removing re-
dundancy to obtain a higher compression result, the
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DWT is a good way to preprocess data compression.
With the same compression ratio, the DWT provides a
less reconstruction error than the DCT [10].  By the
time-frequency domain characteristics, it is effective in
localizing analysis of time-sequence sampled data.  The
DWT has been used in the power quality measurement
to effectively detect the exact time of disturbances and
track signal fluctuation, such as harmonics and voltage
flicker [11, 12, 14].  The DWT is also a feasible way to
compress the data in power quality measurement [3, 10,
13, 14, 15, 19].

In this paper, the DWT with threshold and vector
quantization coding is used to enhance the storage ca-
pacity in recording waveforms of arc furnace loads
where voltage flicker and harmonic currents are major
disturbances.  The application of the DWT in multi-
resolution analysis (MRA) is to decompose the original
signal in several levels.  The approaches of threshold
coding and vector quantization coding are used to ex-
tract the characteristic information and remove the
redundancy.  The compression ratio (CR) and normal-
ized mean-square error (NMSE) are used to reveal the
goodness of compression techniques.  The differences
of voltage flicker 10-Hz equivalent values and har-
monic distortion factors between original waveforms
and reconstructed waveforms could be used to show that
this method is helpful in voltage flicker and harmonic
current tracking.

WAVELET  TRANSFORM

The definition of the continuous wavelet trans-
form of signal x(t) is

    
CWT(a, b) = <x(t), ψa, b(t) > = x

– ∞

+ ∞

(t) ψa, b (t) dt    (1)

    ψa, b(t) = ψ((t – b) / a) / a (2)

where a is the scale parameter, and b is the time shift
parameter.  The wavelet basic function ψa, b(t) is defined
on the right half plane of (a, b), that is, (b ∈  R, a > 0).
The original signal x(t) can be reconstructed by the
parameter (a, b).  The inverse continuous wavelet trans-
form is given by

    
x(t) = 1

C ψ
– ∞

+ ∞

CWT
– ∞

+ ∞

(a, b) ψa, b(t) dadb
a 2 (3)

where Cψ is the normalized constant.
For a digital recorder with a sampling period T, the

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is needed.  Selecting
  a = a 0

m ,   b = na 0
mb 0 ,  t = kT, and k, m, n ∈  Z, the DWT is

    DWT(m, n) = <x[k], ψm, n[k]>

    = Σ
k

x[k] ψ*[(k – na 0
mb 0) / a 0

m (4)

The inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) is
given by

    x[k] = Σ
m
Σ
n

DWT(m, n) ψ*[(k – na 0
mb 0) / a 0

m / C ψ
(5)

Equation (4) could be said to an FIR filter with as
the pulse response of the digital filter.  So we can use
multi-resolution filters to achieve DWT or IDWT with
different resolution levels [3].

DATA  COMPRESSING  AND  CODING

The purpose of data compression is to reduce the
number of data for expressing signal information by
getting rid of duplicated data.  The basic concept is
described in Fig. 1, where C0[n] is the original signal
(measured voltage and current waveforms) and   C 0[n] is
the reconstructed signal (reconstructed voltage and cur-
rent waveforms).  The process of compression gives
encoded data   C 0

' [n]  (storaged voltage and current
waveforms), and therefore, the process of reconstruc-
tion uses encoded data.  Different encoding techniques
can result in different compression effect.  The thresh-
old (TH) coding and vector quantization (VQ) coding
will be used and compared.

Threshold (TH) coding

If the DWT is applied to data compressing, it will
relate to the wavelet set address characteristics in multi-
resolution analysis (MRA).  A threshold analysis is used
as the simple coding method to reduce unimportant
information.  Fig. 2 shows the flow chart of a 3-level
MRA decomposition and reconstruction method, where
H[n] and G[n] are a high-pass filter and a low-pass
filter, respectively.  The circular blocks mean down-
samplers and up-samplers, respectively.  Cs−1[n] is re-
solved into Cs[n] and Ds[n] , s = 1, 2, and 3, where the
high frequency band coefficients Ds[n] will be pro-
cessed through a threshold coding.  The output-se-
quence values are given by

Fig. 1.  Data compressing system block diagram.
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D s[n] =

D s[n] D s[n] ≥ η s

0 D s[n] < η s

(6)

Using this simple threshold method, the decompo-
sition data in Ds[n] with absolute values less than ηs are
regarded as noises and filtered out.  Therefore, the
stored data for reconstruction are non-zero parts from
Ds[n], addresses of data, and Cs[n].

The next step is how to select a threshold value.
The simplest method at the sth resolution level is

η s = u × max{|Ds[n]|} (7)

where u is the threshold factor, and 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.  If u =
0.05, the threshold value ηs becomes 5% of the maximal
absolute value of the sequence Ds[n].  However, if there
are transient components with very high amplitude in
the original waveforms, this method will induce high
error.  To improve this problem, the average of absolute
values of Ds[n] can be used.  The threshold value in this
paper will be

ηs = K × u × average{|Ds[n]|} (8)

where K is the magnification factor.
In order to reveal the efficiency of data compres-

sion, the compression ratio (CR) is defined as

  CR =
original file size

compressed file size (9)

The evaluation of the signal quality after recon-
struction can be achieved by the normalized mean-
square error (NMSE), which is by the norm as

  
NMSE =

C 0[n] – C 0[n]
2

C 0[n]
2 (10)

A lower NMSE means a smaller error between the
reconstructed signal and the original signal.

Vector Quantization (VQ) coding [4, 16, 18]

This method divides the original signal into pieces
and treats them as n × 1 vectors.  The typical samples to
describe piece signals are named the codevectors or
codewords Yj where j = 1, 2, ..., M.  The set of codevectors
contribute to a codebook.  The codevector Yk to repre-
sent a piece signal X is chosen from the codebook,
which makes d(X, Yk) ≤ d(X, Yj) for j = 1, 2, ..., M, where
d(X, Yj) represents the error between X and Yj.  The most
popular method for evaluating error is using the square
of Euclidean distance.  Therefore

    d(X, Y j) = X – Y j
2

= Σ
l = 1

n
(x l – y jl)

2
(11)

where X = (x1, x2, ..., xn)t and Yj = (yj1, yj2, ..., yjn)t.  After
choosing the codevector Yk, the index k will be ex-
pressed using log2M bits and sent out.  At the decoding
terminal, there exists the same codebook, which makes
it possible to find Yk to represent X after receiving the
index k.

The application of a 3-level MRA and VQ coding
is shown in Fig. 3, where the size of codebook in each
resolution level would be different.  Therefore, a differ-
ent size of codebook could result in different quantiza-
tion effect, which means different compression result
and reconstruction error.  The most popular codebook
design method is to use the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG)
training [4, 9].  It is not described in details here.
According to the wavelet subband theory, the lower
frequency band coefficients may contain more
information, and they are more important to reconstruct
the signal.  On the other hand, the higher frequency band
coefficients contain less information and are less
important.  As a result, the size of codebook for the

Fig. 2. Decomposition and reconstruction using 3-level multi-resolution
analysis and threshold (TH) coding.

Fig. 3. Decomposition and reconstruction using 3-level multi-resolution
analysis and vector quantization (VQ) coding.
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lower frequency band coefficients should be larger.  For
training the codebook in this paper, all codevectors are
of one dimension.  It also can be said a special scalar
quantization.

WAVEFORMS  OF  VOLTAGE  FLICKER  AND
HARMONICS

Voltage flicker

One of major disturbances from arc furnace loads
is voltage flicker problem in the voltage waveforms.  In
a short duration, a voltage flicker waveform can be
described as

   v(t) = 2Vrms[1 + 1
2 Σ

n
∆V_nsin(2πf nt + ϕ n)] sin(2πf syst)

(12)

where fsys is the fundamental frequency (power
frequency, 60-Hz ), Vrms is the RMS value of the voltage,
∆V_n is the amplitude modulation value of the modula-
tion frequency fn.  For the voltage flicker limitation, we
usually consider fn only in the range of 0.1 Hz ~ 30 Hz.
Fig. 4 shows a simple voltage flicker waveform, which
contains only one modulation component, ∆V_10 = 0.3
pu and fn = 10 Hz.

The definitions of voltage deviation ∆V and volt-
age f l icker 10-Hz equivalent  value ∆V10 are,
respectively,

   ∆V = Σ
n

(∆V_n)2
(13)

   ∆V10 = Σ
n

(a n∆V_n)2
(14)

where an is the flicker sensitivity coefficient of the
frequency fn as shown in Fig. 5, that describes the
sensitivity of mankind eyes-brain mechanism to illumi-

nation flicker.  The method with ∆V10 is used by the
Taiwan Power Company for voltage flicker limitation
[17].

The first waveform v in Fig. 6 is the given flicker
waveform, whose five amplitude modulation compo-
nents are given in the second row of Table 1.  Because

Fig. 4.  A voltage flicker waveform, ∆V_10 = 0.3 pu and fn = 10 Hz.

Fig. 5.  Flicker sensitivity coefficient curve.

Fig. 6.  Reconstruction results of a given voltage flicker waveform.
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there are so many kinds of wavelet basic functions, only
Daubechies-4, Daubechies-10, Biorthogonal-3.3,
Symlets-7, and Coiflets-3 have been chosen for
comparison.  The compression results of this waveform
using 2-level MRA with threshold coding (K = 8) and
different wavelet basic functions are shown in Fig. 7.
The CR and NMSE values are a little different.  However,
it has been evaluated but not shown here that the ∆V and
∆V10 values of the reconstructed waveforms using dif-
ferent wavelet basic functions are similar.  With a lower
NMSE and an acceptable CR, the Biorthogonal-3.3 with
u = 0.5 is used for the following study.

The compression results of the given voltage flicker
waveform are shown in Table 1, where THs and VQs, s
= 2, 3, 4, and 5, mean the s-level MRA method with
threshold coding and VQ coding, respectively. The
codebook sizes of high frequency band coefficients and
low frequency band coefficients in each level are given
in Appendix.  With the threshold coding, the CR be-
comes higher with a higher decomposition level, but the

error will be larger.  With a same resolution level, the
CR values with threshold coding are larger than that
with the VQ coding.  From the comparison of ∆V10 and
∆V, the values from TH2 and TH3 are almost the same
with the given values.  But with the VQ coding, there
may be significant errors in ∆V10 and ∆V.  With MRA
method, using down sampling strategy, the higher the
level is, the lower the cut off frequency becomes.  Since
low-frequency coefficients are major information, too
much coefficients removing will cause high errors.  So,
the errors of TH5 and VQ5 are excessively high and they
cannot be used.  Fig. 6 also shows reconstruction results
of the given voltage flicker waveform.  The original
waveform is v, the reconstructed waveforms obtained
from TH3 and TH4 with threshold coding method are
depicted as vTH3 and vTH4, respectively, and that with
the VQ coding method as vVQ3 and vVQ4, respectively.
The following waveforms show the errors between the
original and reconstructed waveforms.  With the TH3,
the error is negligible.  The 3-level MRA method with
threshold coding (TH3) would be suitable if the CR,
NMSE, and accuracy of ∆V10 and ∆V are considered.
Table 2 gives the comparison of NMSE values with a
same CR of the given flicker waveform.  Under the same
CR condition, the threshold coding has a better com-
pression result.  From the results in Fig. 6, Table 1 and
Table 2, it can be found that the threshold coding is
better than the VQ coding for voltage flicker waveforms
to effectively keep accuracy of voltage flicker values.

Table 1.  Compression results of the given Voltage flicker waveform

Amplitude Modulation ∆V ∆V10 CR NMSE
Vrms Component (%)  (%)

∆V_01 ∆V_05 ∆V_10 ∆V_15 ∆V_30

Given Value 1 0.031 0.052 0.08 0.047 0.003 11.08 9.85
TH2 1 0.031 0.052 0.080 0.047 0.003 11.08 9.85 3.9 5.13E-05
TH3 1 0.031 0.052 0.08 0.047 0.003 11.08 9.85 7.7 7.27E-05
TH4 1 0.030 0.05 0.077 0.045 0.003 10.66 9.47 14.6 2.18E-03
TH5 1 0.028 0.047 0.073 0.042 0.003 10.05 8.94 26.7 1.18E-01
VQ2 1 0.027 0.052 0.077 0.046 0.004 10.72 9.57 3.54 3.00E-04
VQ3 1 0.016 0.041 0.061 0.031 0.007 8.17 7.38 4.23 2.10E-03
VQ4 1 0.019 0.028 0.044 0.020 0.010 5.98 5.22 4.70 3.55E-03
VQ5 1 0.010 0.023 0.036 0.021 0.006 4.9 4.41 4.87 1.24E-02

Fig. 7. Effect of threshold factor u on CR and NMSE of a given voltage
flicker waveform with different wavelet basic functions.

Table 2. Comparison of NMSE values with a same CR of the
given voltage flicker waveform

CR = 4.23 TH3 (u = 0.284) VQ3

NMSE 6.61E-05 2.10E-03
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Harmonics

The other major disturbance from arc furnace loads
is the harmonic components in current waveforms.  At
steady state, a harmonic distorted current waveformcan
be expressed as

Fig. 8.  Reconstruction results of a harmonic distorted current waveform.

    i(t) = I 0 + 2I 1sin(ω1t + θ1) + Σ
h = 2

∞
2I hsin(hω1t + θh)

(15)

where I0 = dc component, I1 = fundamental RMS com-
ponent, ω1 = fundamental angular frequency, and h =
harmonic order.  The first part of Fig. 8 reveals the given
harmonic distorted current waveform with four har-
monic components given in the second row of Table 3.
The other parts in Fig. 8 give the reconstructed wave-
forms and errors, where iTH3 and iTH4 mean with thresh-
old coding under 3 and 4-level MRA.  And iVQ3 and iVQ4

mean with VQ coding.  Table 3 shows the results up to
5-level resolution of the given harmonic current
waveform.  Where magnification factor K is 5.  The
reconstruction results are relatively correct up to the 3-
level resolution with the VQ coding.  But, the errors
with the threshold coding are larger.  Table 4 shows the
comparison of NMSE values with a same CR of the
given harmonic current waveform.  Under the same CR
condition, the VQ coding has an obviously better com-
pression result.  From the results in Fig. 8, Table 3 and
Table 4, it can be found that the VQ coding is better than
the threshold coding for harmonic distorted current
waveforms.

APPLICATION  TO  FIELD  MEASUREMENT
WAVEFORMS

In order to understand furthermore the effect of
threshold coding and VQ coding in practical signals, we

Table 3.  Compression results of the given harmonic current waveform

Fundamental Harmonic Components THD CR NMSE
Value (%)

5th 7th 11th 13th

Given Value 1 0.1 0.05 0.03 0.02 11.75
TH2 1 0.103 0.038 0.019 0.009 11.18 2.4 1.14E-03
TH3 1 0.095 0.034 0.019 0.008 10.30 2.81 1.57E-03
TH4 1 0.092 0.035 0.019 0.009 10.07 2.91 4.79E-03
TH5 1 0.091 0.037 0.019 0.009 10.05 3.17 1.21E-01
VQ2 1 0.104 0.052 0.026 0.017 12.04 3.46 2.07E-04
VQ3 1 0.105 0.05 0.026 0.017 12.04 4.08 1.97E-04
VQ4 1 0.106 0.051 0.027 0.018 12.12 4.49 4.33E-04
VQ5 1 0.109 0.055 0.029 0.019 12.65 4.63 9.22E-03

Table 4. Comparison of NMSE values with a same CR of the
given harmonic current waveform

CR = 4.08 TH3 (u = 0.6) VQ3

NMSE 2.33E-03 1.97E-04
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adopt measured voltage waveforms of a steel-making
factory with an arc furnace.  The voltage waveform in
Fig. 9 has obvious voltage flicker. The results of data
compression are given in Table 5.  The K values for
voltage flicker waveforms and harmonic waveforms are
7.5 and 2.6, respectively in threshold coding.  The CRs
of 3-level MRA with threshold coding and VQ coding,
respectively, are 6.62 and 4.23, and the NMSE are
1.36E-03 and 2.02E-03.  With TH3, the errors in ∆V10
and ∆V are negligible.  Fig. 10 shows amplitude modu-
lation components in the reconstructed waveform.  There
is almost no difference using the threshold coding.

Fig. 11 shows the harmonic distorted current wave-
form of the arc furnace where rectifier circuits are used.
Table 5 gives the compression results.  The CRs are
1.37 and 4.08, respectively, using TH3 and VQ3, and
NMSEs are 3.64E-03 and 1.38E-03, respectively.  With
VQ3, the error in THD is negligible.  Fig. 12 shows

harmonic current distributions in the reconstructed
waveform.  There are acceptable errors using VQ3.

It also can be concluded that while the VQ coding
is suitable for the harmonic distorted current waveform,
the threshold coding is better for the voltage flicker
waveform.  If the TH3 is used for the voltage waveform

Fig. 9.  Reconstruction results of a measurement voltage flicker waveform.

Table 5.  Compression results of field measured voltage flicker and harmonic current waveforms

Voltage Flicker Harmonic Current
Waveform Waveform

DV DV10 CR NMSE THD CR NMSE
(%)  (%) (%)

True Values 6.21 4.49 12.04
TH3 6.25 4.5 6.62 1.36E-03 11.13 1.37 3.64E-03
TH4 6.92 4.98 11.22 4.47E-03 11.12 1.40 3.91E-03
VQ3 7.0 4.98 4.23 2.02E-03 12.01 4.08 1.38E-03
VQ4 8.48 5.76 4.7 6.15E-03 12.22 4.49 3.85E-03

Fig. 10. Comparison of threshold coding and vector quantization coding on
flicker amplitude modulation components in reconstructed voltage
flicker waveform (3-level MRA).

Fig. 11.  Reconstruction results of a measurement harmonic current waveform.
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and VQ3 for the current waveform, the CR is 6.62 and
4.08, respectively.  As a result, the data memory size can
be reduced to 15.11% and 24.51% respectively.  This
approach can provide a good method for long-time
power quality tracking.

CONCLUSION

The data compression methods using discrete wave-
let transform have been presented to be effective in
reducing the data storage size of waveforms of arc
furnace loads with voltage flicker and harmonics
distortions.  In the recording of arc furnace data, the
vector quantization coding is suitable for current wave-
forms to keep harmonic information, and for voltage
waveforms, it is better to use the threshold coding,
because the errors in voltage flicker values are small.
Although a high level multi-resolution analysis can give
a larger compression ratio, the error also becomes larger.
There should be a compromise.  It is better to use the
differences of voltage flicker values and harmonic dis-
tortion factors between original waveforms and recon-
structed waveforms as the error index.  This is useful in
the design of power quality instruments.
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APPENDIX

The codebook sizes of VQ coding in different
MRA levels are given in Table A.

Table A.  Codebook sizes

Level s Ds Cs

s = 1 2 64
s = 2 4 32
s = 3 8 16
s = 4 4 8
s = 5 2 8


